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INTRODUCTION 
This work concerns an analytic autonomous Hamiltonian system of 
differential equations with two degrees of freedom which admits and unstable 
equilibrium point. More specifically, the eigenvalues corresponding to the 
equilibrium point include one real pair and one imaginary pair and so we 
know (by a theorem of A. Liapunov) that passing through the equilibrium 
point there is an invariant two dimensional manifold on which all solutions 
are periodic. Furthermore, the level surfaces of the Hamiltonian function 
are invariant three dimensional manifolds which, for appropriate values of 
that function, contain exactly one of these periodic solutions. Our aim is to 
study the orbits on such a level surface. 
The nature of the work is most easily described in terms of the following 
example: consider two bowls connected by a trough so that, when inverted 
they look like two mountains with a pass between. The differential equations 
are taken to be those describing the motion of a point mass sliding without 
friction on this “double bowl”. 
The Hamiltonian function is the sum of the potential energy, i.e. the 
height in the bowl, and the kinetic energy, also obtained as usual. Since the 
kinetic energy is positive, fixing the value of the Hamiltonian function 
corresponds to limiting the height to which the mass can go. Our problem 
concerns the case where the mass can go high enough to get from one bowl 
to the other with just a little room to spare. 
Having fixed on an appropriate level surface (of the Hamiltonian function) 
we first study the behavior of orbits near the equilibrium point, which in the 
example above, corresponds to the saddle point in the trough connecting 
1 This work was begun while the author was a consultant for the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration and was completed under Nonr 1202 (28). 
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the bowls. This local study is carried out with the aid of a theorem of 
J. Moser [I] which provides two local integrals of the equations of motion 
near the equilibrium point. 
As in the general case, the Theorem of A. Liapounov guarantees the 
existence of an unstable periodic solution near the critical point. The remaining 
(pieces of) solutions near this point are classified with the aid of the local 
integrals as transit, asymptotic, or non-transit according as they are making 
a transit from one bowl to the other, winding to or from the periodic solution, 
or coming out of one bowl and passing near the critical point only to fall 
back into the same bowl. 
In paragraph one a special case of the theorem of Moser is stated for 
reference, and in paragraphs two and three the local study is completed. 
In paragraph four we make use of the local classification of orbits to define 
global classes in terms of ultimate behavior with respect to the equilibrium 
point. For example, “oscillating” orbits are (roughly) those which cross 
from one bowl to the other infinitely many times; “capture” orbits are those 
which cross sometime but eventually stay in one or the other bowl; and 
asymptotic orbits are those which wind to the periodic solution. Orbits which 
exhibit none of these behaviors are called non-transit. 
The remainder of the work consists of describing some relations between 
these classes of orbits; which problem might be considered unreasonable in 
the absence of any further hypothesis. 
The assumptions we consider are of two kinds. First there are hypothesis 
of a “global” nature such as that the integral surface be compact, or that it 
be separated by every two-sphere, or that the differential equations admit 
a symmetry, etc. Secondly there are hypothesis of a more “local” nature, 
the major one being the existence of “homoclinic orbits” corresponding to 
the homoclinic points (of a mapping with an unstable fixed point) defined 
by Poincare. 
Homoclinic orbits, in the context of the present work, will be studied 
in Part II where we will also study the effects of symmetries in the equations 
of motion. The present paper is devoted to laying the ground work for these 
future investigations and to a discussion of the hypothesis that every two- 
sphere separates the integral surface. 
The basis for all the investigations is the construction of certain mappings 
defined by the flow; which construction is carried out in Sections three and five. 
-More specifically, although a “global surface of section” is not available, it is 
possible to single out four disks, mappings between which provide information 
about the flow. There are two sets of homeomorphisms which arise: the first 
is defined by the flow near the equilibrium point, the second by the flow 
away from that point. 
Homeomorphisms in the first set are defined between pairs of disks, 
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points on which correspond to transit orbits. These homeomorphisms are 
described in paragraph three using the local integrals provided by the 
theorem of Moser, and a crucial property of them is proven there 
(Propositions 3.2 and 3.3). 
Homeomorphisms of the second set are defined between subsets of the 
disks and arc somewhat more difficult to come by. Their description is given 
in paragraph five where the following problem is treated: suppose given two 
surfaces which are cut transversely by the flow and consider the “flo\v 
mapping” which assigns to each point of the first the next point on the 
corresponding orbit which is on the second (provided there is such a point). 
Under what conditions is this mapping a homoemorphism from its domain 
to its range? 
In the case of the disks the mappings so defined are homeomorphisms, 
and in fact the boundaries of the domain and range consist of points on 
asymptotic or capture orbits. Thus our theorems entail the study of these 
boundaries. 
Having carried out this preliminary work in Sections one through five, 
we turn in Section six to a study of a more special situation. Namely, we 
consider the case where every two-sphere separates the integral surface. 
The three theorems proved there describe (partially) the way in which the 
sets of capture orbits and of asymptotic orbits intersect the disks. For example, 
if a symmetry is present (and also under more general conditions- 
Theorem 6.3) we find that the set of points in the disks which are on capture 
orbits is dense in the set of points on asymptotic orbits. 
In the example of the double bowl, this theorem allows one to conclude the 
existence of capture orbits near any asymptotic orbit which itself crosses 
from one bowl to the other. 
Also in this section we give an example which illustrates the necessity of 
the separation hypothesis for the above result. 
This section concludes Part I. 
The work was motivated primarily by the planar restricted three body 
problem where the equilibrium point corresponds to one of the collinear 
Lagrangian points. The work up to Section six applies to all three cases, 
while that of Section six applies to the two Lagrangian points with lowest 
energy. 
In particular, in the case of the Lagrangian point between the two positive 
mass points one can be said to be studying “low-energy earth-moon orbits”, 
although perturbations due to the sun, etc. are not considered, and may well be 
relevant. However, there is some hope that (at least the first three sections of) 
this work might be useful in the design of such low energy orbits and the 
work done in [,?I was carried out specifically for the planar restricted problem 
with this aim in mind. A detailed discussion of this problem will be given later. 
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SECTION 1. MOSER’S THEOREM AND LOCAL INTEGRALS 
NEAR THE EQUILIBRIUM POINT 
We are given an autonomous, analytic Hamiltonian system of differential 
equations with two degrees of freedom. These equations admit a non- 
degenerate equilibrium point with one pair of real and one pair of imaginary 
eigenvalues. Letting &A and &iv denote the eigenvalues (where h and p 
are positive) we can assume without loss of generality that the phase space 
coordinates x r , xa , yi , ya are chosen so that the Hamiltonian function 
assumes the form:* 
wx, Y) = %Yl + b(x22 + Y27 + 0,(x, Y) 
A, cc > 0, x = (x1 , x2), Y = (Yl TY2). (1.1) 
In particular, the equilibrium point has coordinates x =: y = 0 and the 
differential equations are obtained from H as: 
k, = Hy, = Ax1 + 02&Y) 
$1 = -f-k1 = --Ayrl + O,(X,Y) 
k, = Hy2 = FY2 + 02(x, Y) 
(1.2) 
j, .zzz -H 
Z% = -11x2 + O&,y). 
Now the linearlized equations are similarly obtained from a Hamiltonian 
function which consists of the quadratic terms of H or, equivalently, by 
dropping the terms of order two or more in (I .2). Solutions of these equations 
are conveniently written as: 
x1(t) = x,vt 
yl(t) = ylOecAt 
x(t) = x2(t) + iy2(t) = zoe-iut 
(1.3) 
where the constants xi”, yr” and so = xa” + iyZo are the “initial conditions”. 
These linearized equations admit integrals in addition to the Hamiltonian 
function; namely, the functions xi y1 and 1 z I2 = x22 + y22 are both constant 
along solutions. A special case of a theorem of J. Moser [I] states that the 
full non-linear equations admit “local” integrals analogous to these: thus 
there are two power series in x and y beginning respectively with quadratic 
terms xi y1 and xZ2 + y22 which converge in some neighborhood of x = y = 0 
* The symbol O,(., .) consistently denotes terms of (total) order n or more in the 
variables displayed. 
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and such that the corresponding functions are constant along pieces of 
solutions lying in the domains of convergence. 
It is worth noting explicitly that if a solution intersects the domain of 
convergence of one of these power series in several different pieces, the local 
integral may have different values on each piece- in fact this is “generally” 
the case. 
We state a special case of Moser’s theorem in a form suited to our purpose. 
In this statement 5 and ~1 are real variables and 5 is complex: 
THEOREM (MOSER). Lef x y 0 correspond to a critical point as 
described above. Then there e&s a (real) analyfic, transformation 
.x1 t J %(!f, 9, 5, i, 
.Yl =z rl t ~~2(5, ?I> i, 5, (1.4) 
z :- x2 + iyz =- 5 + O,([, 7, 5, [) 
as well as power series 01 and /3 in the variables x (7 and ~ 4 I2 of the,form: 
( 1.5) 
such that solutions qf the transformed equations are given by: 
5(f) to exp(fol) 
T(f) ~ ?O exP(--t4 
C(t) 5” exp(tP) 
(1.6) 
I(t) -= lo exp(-f/3). 
In these expressions to, q” and [” are determined from the initial conditions 
and 5 is the complex conjugate of (. 
Furthermore the coejicients qf CY and /3 are respectively real and imaginary 
f rom which it ,follows that the functions & == x1 y1 + 0,(x, y) and 
1 [ I2 = xz2 + yz2 -f 0,(x, y) are local integrals, as also are a: and /3. 
Finally, the transformation ?f the Hamiltonian function has the form: 
and in particular depends only on the variables x = 57 and 1 [ 12. 
Remark. Observe that the signs of t and 7 are also (local) constants of 
the motion. Since there are three possible choices for sgn [ and sgn 7 
( A- 1, 0, ~ 1) this indicates that solutions fall naturally into nine different 
classes which will be described in the next section. 
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SECTION 2. THE GEOMETRY OF SOLUTIONS NEAR THE EQUILIBRIUM POINT 
The theorem of the preceding section provides a good approximation for 
solutions near the equilibrium point; however it is interesting and profitable 
to study the geometrical picture more closely, particularly if we restrict 
attention to one of the level surfaces of the Hamiltonian function (which is, 
of course, an integral of the equations of motion). 
To this end we first fix our attention on a closed ball, B, about the equilib- 
rium point in which all the power series in the preceding theorem of Moser 
converge and in which these series as well as their first partial derivatives 
are dominated by their lowest order terms. 
The region we wish to study is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.1. With B as above, L(lz, c) (or simply L if h and c are 
understood) denotes the set of points in B satisfying: 
The set of points in L for which [ -- 7 = +c will be called S, and that 
where E - 17 = -c, S,,, . 
Remark. The notation “S,” and “Sn,” derives from the restricted three 
body problem where the two mass points are the “earth” and the “moon”. 
In the case of the Lagrangian point between these mass points, S, and S,,, 
can be thought of as separating the Lagrangian point from the earth and the 
moon respectively. In the example of the introduction they separate the 
equilibrium region from one or the other bowl. 
The following proposition describes the region L which we call the 
equilibrium region: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If 1 h 1 and c are smal2 enough, L(h, c) lies interior to B 
and in this case S, and S, are two-spheres forming the boundary as viewed in 
the surface K = h. 
If h < 0, L has two components each of which is a three dimensional cell, 
while if h > 0, L is topologically equivalent to the product of a two-sphere with 
a closed interval. 
To verify this proposition we first use (1.7) to rewrite the equation K = h 
in the form: 
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On recalling that h and p are positive and that we are considering only 
points in B (where 0, is small) we see that [ - 7, 6 + 7 and ! [ I2 must tend 
to zero with c and h. 
Furthermore, for each fixed value of 5 ~- 7, (2.2) describes a (topological) 
two-sphere provided h + h/4/ 5 - 7 j2 is positive. 
The proposition is now verified on letting 5 - 71 range from -c to c; 
in particular, if h is positive we obtain a two-sphere for each value of f - 7, 
while if h is negative these two-spheres collapse to a point and then vanish 
over part of the interval from -c to c. 
In the following we will be interested only in the case where h > 0 so that 
L is topologically equivalent to the product of an interval with a two sphere. 
The picture of the flow in L is most conveniently described in terms of the 
projection of the flow on the E, 7 space. Before discussing this projection we 
observe that in L, the product x = & is defined as a single valued (monotone 
decreasing) analytic function of the “radius” variable p = I [ I2 by the 
equation K r= h. In fact, from (1.7), we have approximately 
(2.3) 
In particular, the function x(p) has a simple zero given approximately by 
p* w 2hlp (2.4) 
and the range of p for fixed 6 - 7 is given approximately by 
0 < P < 5 [h -t h/4@ - d21. (2.5) 
Now the projection of L into the 5, 7 plane is seen to be the region bounded 
by the lines 1 5 - 7 1 = fc and lying between the two branches of the 
hyperbola (7 = R where k = x(O) w h/h, i.e. k is the value of (7 
corresponding to 1 5 I2 = 0. (Cf. Fig. 1). 
Since 67 is a local integral of the equations in L, the projections of orbits 
in the 4,~ plane move on the hyperbolas 67 = constant and a check of (1.6) 
(remembering that LX > 0) shows they move as indicated by the arrows in 
Figure 1. 
To interpret Figure 1 as a flow in L, we remember that each point in the 
projection corresponds to a circle in L given by / 5 I2 = constant. Of course, 
for points on the bounding hyperbolic segments, the constant is zero so 
that the circle collapses to a point. 
Thus we see for example that the segments of the lines 5 - 7 = +c in 
the projection correspond to the two-spheres bounding L. (Each corresponds 
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to a circle crossed with an interval where the two end circles are pinched 
to a point.) Also we distinguish nine classes of orbits: The point [ = 7 = 0 
corresponds to a periodic orbit in L which is the only complete orbit in L; 
The four half open segments of the axis (57 = 0 or equivalently j 5 j = p*) 
correspond to four cylinders of orbits in L that are asymptotic to this periodic 
orbit either as time increases (f = 0) or as time decreases (7 = 0). These 
we call asymptotic orbits. The two hyperbolic segments determined by 
51 = constant > 0 (or equivalently by 1 5 I2 < 0) correspond to two 
cylinders of orbits which cross L from one bounding sphere to the other- 
from S, to S, if f, 71 > 0 and from S, to S,, if f, 71 < 0. These we call 
transit orbits. Finally the two hyperbolic segments determined by 
fv = constant < O(j 5 I2 > 0) correspond to two cylinders of non-transit 
orbits, i.e. orbits which enter and leave L across the same bounding spheres. 
FIG. 1. 
Now consider a two sphere in L given by 5 - 7 = constant. It is clear 
(from (2.2) say) that the set of points where 5 + r] = 0 meets this two sphere 
is an equator and we call the open hemispheres the upper ([ + 7 > 0) and 
lower (f + 7 < 0) hemispheres. Considering Figure 1 we see (and can 
easily check from (1.6)) that these hemispheres are transverse to the flow 
and in fact that .$ - 7 is increasing on the upper hemisphere and decreasing 
on the lower. We also note that for a fixed value of f - 7 there is a constant 
k m 2/p[h + X/~(E - T)~] (as determined from (2.2)) such that the coordinate 
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5 defines a homeomorphism between each of the hemispheres and the disk 
I < i2 < k in the complex plane. 
For our purposes we need to know how the various classes of orbits meet 
the hemisphere of the bounding spheres and this is easily described in terms 
of the 5 coordinate. Thus the transit orbits meet these spheres in the “polar” 
disks detcrmincd by i 5 j2 < p4 while the non-transit orbits meet them in 
the open annuli determined by p* < 1 5 I2 < /z. Finally the asymptotic 
orbits meet the hemispheres in the common boundary of the disk and 
annulus, i.e. the circle / < I2 -- p*. 
SECTION 3. THE MAPPINGS IN L 
The preceding discussion allows us to distinguish four mappings defined 
by the flow in the equilibrium region which form the basis for this work. 
For example, consider the two open disks j < I2 < p* in the upper hemi- 
spheres of the bounding spheres. A glance at Figure 1 shows that the flow 
defines a mapping from the disk on S, to that on S, , which mapping is in 
fact a homeomorphism. Namely, the image of each point in the first disk is 
the next point on the corresponding orbit which is on the second. 
In a similar way three more homeomorphisms are defined in L, one 
between the disks in the lower hemisphere (which goes from S, to S,,, as 
time increases) and one each between the pairs of annuli which lie on the 
same bounding sphere (these go from lower to upper hemisphere on S, and 
from upper to lower hemisphere on S,,, as time increases). 
Of course the asymptotic (I [ ~2 = p*) points do not enter into these 
mappings as they do not both enter and leave L. In fact points close to these 
must spend a long time in L and this leads to the relevant proposition of this 
section. 
Namely, let us denote by f any of the above four mappings, and by 00 
the continuous function defined on the domain of f which indicates the 
change of arg 5 = 0 under the mapping. (Recall that the “radial” coordinate 
p = I 5 I2 is unchanged underf since I 5 I2 is a local integral.) 
LEMMA 3.1. The function A0 depends only on the radial coordinate p, 
and in fact 
A@(P) = W/p -P* OAP -P*) 
where g is a power series in (p - p*) with non-zero constant term. 
In particular 
(3.1) 
aA@ 1---i is of order 1 3P lppp*, as P-P** 
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To prove the lemma we compute from (1.6) (remembering that p is an 
integral) that 
Thus A0 = -iPT where T is the time required to go from domain 
to range. For example consider the mapping between the disks in the upper 
hemispheres. In this case the orbit stretches from [ - 7 = -c to [ - 7 = c; 
and in view of (1.6), T must satisfy: 
60 - g = -c 
(3.4) 
Solving for petiTI and ?“e*T/2 we find that: 
to70 = c2 cos h2(iuT/2) sin h-2(~T). (3.5) 
Now recall that as a function of p, to70 has a simple zero at p* while both OL 
and -ifi are non-zero in L and analytic functions of x and p, hence of p alone 
(since x = (7 is determined by k = h as a function of p). With these facts 
in mind we can solve (3.5) for eOT as a power series in p* -- p with zero 
constant term and non-zero first order term, and then find A@ = -@T as 
described in the lemma. The other cases are all similar. 
In Part I we need only a simple geometric consequence of this lemma 
stated in terms of “abutting arcs” in the domain, or range off. Namely, 
an arc lying in the closure of one of these sets is called an abutting arc if it 
is in the set itself except for one end point in the bounding circle 1 4 I2 = p*. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If y1 and y2 are abutting arcs in the domain and range 
respectively off, then f (rI) intersects y2 in injkitely many points in any neighbor- 
hood of the point of abuttment of yr . 
This follows directly from Lemma 3.1; namely the image of y1 spirals 
infinitely many times around and down to 1 [ i2 = p* (in the range). 
SECTION 4. A GLOBAL CLASSIFICATION OF ORBITS 
In this section our aim is to give a global classification of orbits in terms 
of their ultimate behavior with respect to the equilibrium region; or, more 
precisely, in terms of the way they do or do not cross this region. 
To do this we single out the sphere in L determined by 6 - 7 = 0 
(cf. Figure 1) and observe that an orbit crosses this sphere if and only if it 
crosses L. It is well to keep in mind here that this sphere, which we can 
jOj/5/1-IO 
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call T, separatesL but may not separate the integral surface itself. In any case, 
the following definitions make sense: 
DEFINITION 4.1. An OL- (resp. w-) oscillating orbit is one which crosses 
T arbitrarily early (resp. late) in its path. 
An oscillating orbit is one satisfying both conditions. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An 01- (resp. w-) asymptotic orbit is one whose w 
(resp. W-) limit set is the periodic solution in L. A homoclinic orbit is one 
asymptotic to this solution at both ends. 
Such orbits are called non-crossing if they do not cross L. 
DEFINITION 4.3. An 01- (resp. CO-) capture orbit is one which sometimes 
crosses T, but not before (resp. after) some fixed time, excluding cu-(resp. W-) 
asymptotic orbits. 
Remark. The word capture is most easily justified in the case where the 
sphere T separates the integral surface as it does in the two-bowl example 
of the introduction. In this example, a capture orbit is one which sometimes 
crosses from one bowl to the other and then is “captured” by this second 
bowl-i.e. never returns to the first. 
In the situation where T separates a refinement of the definitions would 
describe on which side of T orbits were captured and from which side they 
were asymptotic; however we leave this for now. 
THEOREM 4.1. If the integral surface is compact then the set of oscillating 
orbits intersects each disk in a dense G, set of second category and of relative 
Lebesgue measure I. 
In particular in the case of the restricted problem, for values of the Jacobi 
constant l’ust above that corresponding to the Lagrangian point between the two 
mass points, there is such a set of orbits which travel from the far side of one 
mass point to the far side of the other in$nitely often in both (time) directions. 
Proof. This theorem follows immediately from two standard results [3]; 
namely 1) The set of Poisson stable orbits (those which intersect any neigh- 
borhood of any of their points arbitrarily early and arbitrarily late in their 
path) of a recurrent flow on a compact metric space form a dense G,-set of 
second category which is also of relative measure one if a bounded measure 
is preserved by the flow. That such a measure is preserved in our case 
follows from the Hamiltonian character of the equations. The statements 
concerning the restricted problem follow from the computations in [2]. 
The work there shows that we can consider the region L (or rather its 
projection in physical space) to be as in Figure 2. The disks project into 
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the heavy segments on the two boundary segments as indicated. Given 
a point in one of these heavy segments, the directions at that point corre- 
sponding to points in the disk fill out a small wedge opening in the directions 
indicated by the two transit orbits drawn. These wedges collapse to one 
direction at the end points of the heavy lines. 
Transit orbit 
Line of masses 
FIG. 2. 
SECTION 5. THE FLOW MAPPINGS OUTSIDE L 
In Section three we have seen that the flow in L defines diffeomorphisms 
between pairs of disks and annuli in the bounding spheres of L. We now 
want to consider what happens outside L so that by studying combinations 
of mappings, we can derive relations between the classes of orbits defined 
in Section four. 
Now given a flow on a space and two subsets of the space there is always 
a function from some part of the first into the second which is naturally 
defined by the flow; namely, the image of a point in the first subset is the 
next point on the orbit which is in the second provided there is one. Of course, 
such a mapping needn’t be particularly nice-even if the subsets are sections 
for the flow. 
However, in our case the two subsets will (usually) be, respectively, 
subsets of the two hemispheres (one of each bounding sphere of L) of points 
leaving L, and of the two hemispheres of points entering L. These two sets 
we will denote by H,, and Hi respectively where o stands to outgoing (from L) 
and i for incoming. 
In the following, f( p, t) will denote the solution of our equations (1.2) 
passing throughp at time t = 0, and the words open and closed will generally 
refer to the topologies of H,, and Hi . 
Finally, s and X3 will denote the closure and boundary of a set S. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Let S, and S, denote subsets of the integral surface 
E-I -- h :’ 0 and let 
U, = {p ES, i 3t h 0 with ,f( p, t) E S,} 
Ii, = {p E S, 1 3f x 0 with ,f( p, t) E S,j. 
Also, for p E S, , let 
u(p) = a(Sr , S,)(p) -= min{t > 0 1 .f( p, t) E S,] 
provided the minimum exists. 
ForpES,, let 
T(P) = 4% , S,)(p) = ma+ < 0 I f( P, t) E s,> 
provided the maximum exists. 
Finally let v(S, , S,) be the function (whose domain coincides with cr and 
whose range is in C’J defined by 
d&a S,)(P) = Y(P) =f(P, o(P)) 
and let #(S’s , S,) be the function (whose domain coincides with 7 and whose 
range is in U,) defined by: 
#(S2 ? Sl)( PI = 4(P) = f( P, 4 P)). 
The mappings q~ and # might be called first time mappings since the 
image of p is the first point on the orbit after (or before in the case of #J) 
p which is in the range set. By contrast one might suppose S, is an arc one 
point of which is carred to S, ; which latter is to be a surface of section. 
By continuity in the initial conditions a neighborhood of this point would 
also be carried to S, and one might even be able to “lift” all of S, to S, 
--even homeomorphically. A map obtained in this way would not generally 
be a first time mapping; in particular it needn’t coincide with q. Apparently 
both kinds have their uses. 
We now consider the case where S, C H,, and S, C H, and collect the 
following facts: 
LEMMA 5.1. (Notation as in Def. 5.1) If S, C II0 and S, C H, then the 
domain of o (and q~) is Ul while that of 7 (and I/J) is U, . 
If S, is open (in Hi) then El is relatively open in S, , o is upper semi-continuous, 
and for p a point of discontinuity of (J, there is a t’ between 0 and o( P) with 
f ( p, t’) E as, . 
Thus if no point of Z’, is carriedforward to S, by thefiow (i.e. the domain of 
v(&!?, , S,) is empty) then y is continuous. 
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Corresponding statements hold for -r in case S, is open (in HO) where of course, 
7 replaces CT, 4 replaces 9, and the analogue oft’ is between r(p) rind 0. 
Proof. The statements concerning the domains follow from the fact that 
HO and I-I, are transverse to the flow so that for each point p of S, say that 
reaches S, , there is a “first” time u(p). 
The upper semicontinuity of o and relative openess of U, are consequences 
of the transversality together with continuity in the initial conditions. 
Namely if p is carried to S, in time u(p), then points near p are carried to 
a neighborhood of the image in the same time. Transversality of the flow 
and the openness of S, then force such points to reach S, in time close to u(p). 
In particular if 0 is not continuous at p E U1 then there must a positive S, 
and pointsp’ in U, arbitrarily close top such that u( p’) < u(p) - 6. 
choosing a sequence of such points which converge to p we obtain a 
corresponding sequence f ( p’, u( p’)) E S, . Since s, is compact, this second 
sequence must have limit points and these limit points must be between p 
and g’(p) (on the orbit through p). Thus they cannot lie in S, (this would 
contradict minimality of u(p)) and so are in as, . 
Finally, if p is a point of discontinuity of U, the above argument proves the 
existence of a point in as, which is carried to S, In other words if there is 
no such point, u, hence IJJ must be continuous. 
The arguments for 7 and 4 are of course similar. 
As an application of this lemma we have the following theorem concerning 
one set of mappings defined by the flow outside L. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S, = D, C HO and S, = Di C H, denote respectively 
the pair of (open) disks (in the bounding spheres of L) where transit orbits aye 
leaving L and the pair where transit orbits are entering L. 
Then the flow mappings u(DO , Di) and r(Di , D,) are inverse to each other 
and define homeomovphisms from domain to range. 
Remark. The orbit segments from domain to range might meet L, but 
only in the complement of the closure of the set of points on transit orbits. 
Proof. We first observe that points on a& are never carried forward to S, 
and those on as, are never carried backward to S,-namely these points are 
asymptotic (in the directions mentioned) to the periodic solution in 1.. 
Also both of S, and S, are open. 
As a result we see by Lemma 5.1 that both of 9 and 1c, are continuous. 
Furthermore, any orbit meeting S, = D, twice must meet S, = Di 
sometime in between (cf. Figure I) and the same statement holds in reverse. 
It follows easily that u and 7 are inverse to each other and the theorem is 
proven. 
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Remark. The same theorem holds if we replace S, and S, by the outgoing 
disk on one bounding sphere and the incoming disk on the other (resp.), 
but it is not necessarily true if we choose both disks on the same bounding 
sphere. In either case, CJZ and C/ are continuous, but they needn’t be inverses 
-or even have inverses-in the second case. For example (see Figure 1) 
an orbit might meet the outgoing disk on, say, S, twice before meeting the 
incoming disk on S, . 
However, in the next section we will be concerned with the case where 
every two-sphere separates the integral surface and so the following theorem 
holds true: 
THEOREM 5.2. If T (or equivalently either of the bounding spheres of I,) 
separates the integral surface, and if D, denotes the outgoing disk of transit 
orbits on one bounding sphere and D, the incoming disk on the same bounding 
sphere, then p(D, ,&I = [#(Q , &>I-’ is a homeomorphism between open 
subsets of D, and D, . 
Furthermore if U, and U, denote the domain and range (resp.) of q then: 
ai7, n D, consists of points on w-capture OY crossing w-asymptotic orbits, while 
alJ, n D, consists of points on ol-capture or crossing ol-asymptotic orbits 
Also, the limit points of aU1 n D, in aD, are on non-crossing ol-asymptotic 
orbits (which may or may not be homoclinic); while the limit points of au, n D, 
in aD, are on non-crossing w-asymptotic orbits. 
To prove this theorem, we first observe (cf. Figure 1) that the two bounding 
spheres and T = ([ - 7 = 0) can each be deformed in L to the others 
(e.g. along the spheres E - 7 =-= constant). Thus if any of these separate 
the integral surface, then they all do. Also, we see if an orbit meets one of 
the disks (Dl or D2) twice without hitting the other, then it must also cross T 
twice in the same hemisphere (thus in the same direction) without hitting 
the other hemisphere of T. This is impossible since T separates. Thus it 
follows that both 9 and J, are continuous (D1 and D, are open) and inverse 
to each other. In particular, qz is a homeomorphism with open domain U, 
and range CT2 ,
Now a point p in al/r n D, cannot be carried to D, since it is not in c’, 
Also, since it lies in D, it must be on an orbit that crosses L. If it is carried 
to aD, then it is on a crossing w-asymptotic orbit and otherwise is on an 
w-capture orbit. 
Finally if a point of aD, is a limit point of aU, n D, then it cannot be 
carried to D, for if it were, so would some neighborhood of the point which 
could not then contain points in alJ1 n D, . Thus these points, which arc 
a-asymptotic must be on non-crossing orbits. They may or may not be 
homoclinic. The corresponding statements for C’, are similarly verified (the 
situation is the same on reversing the time). 
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We conclude this section with the remark that our flow preserves the two 
form dxlh dy, + dx, A dy2 which, when restricted to the disks (x1 , y1 m 
constant, 5 m xa + iya) provides a non-degenerate area element (w 4 dp d@, 
where p = / 5 i2, 0 = arg <). 
SECTION 6. EVERY TWO-SPHERE SEPARATES 
In this section we begin by assuming that T (hence the bounding spheres 
of L) separates the integral surface. Thus we can write this surface as the 
union of three (closed sets M, L and E where M n L = S,, and L n E = S, . 
We will assume that one of M or E, say E, is separated by any two sphere 
(other than S,). In particular, the integral surface is separated by any two 
sphere in E (in fact in L u E). 
Now with D, and Da the outgoing (from L) and incoming disks of transit 
orbits on S, , we will prove three theorems concerning the way our various 
classes of orbits meet the disks. 
We begin by introducing some notation: 
DEFINITION 6.1. (a) U, and U, (both open) denote the domain and 
range respectively of the first time mapping v(D, , Da). 
(b) A, and A, denote those subsets of au, n D, and au, n D, respectively 
which lie on w- (if A,) or 01- (if A,) asymptotic orbits. These points are on 
crossing asymptotic orbits. 
(c) C, and C, denote, respectively, the complements of U, u A, and 
U, U A, in D, and D, (respectively). Thus these points lie on w- or 01- 
(resp.) capture orbits. 
Remark. The Ai and Ci do not exhaust the points of Di which lie on 
asymptotic or capture orbits-only those which never again (i := 1) or never 
before (i = 2) cross L. On the other hand, any orbit which is asymptotic 
to the periodic orbit from the set E or any orbit captured by E must pass 
through one of the Aj or Ci . 
The three theorems of this section are the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. A, is either empty, or a countable disjoint union of open arcs, 
or a simple closed curve. 
In the last case, the exterior of A, in D, is contained in C, (and A, = a). 
This is impossible if E has$nite measure (induced by dx, dx, dy, a&). 
Corresponding statements hold for A, . 
THEOREM 6.2. No point of A, can be separated from aD, by a simple closed 
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curve in U, . In particular, ;f crossing w-asymptotic orbits exist (i.e., A, f / I ) 
then non-crossing a-asymptotic orbits exist. 
Remark. Theorem 6.2 does not necessarily hold if C’, replaces ‘“1, 
Also the non-crossing oc-asymptotic orbits may or may not be homoclinic. 
THEOREM 6.3. If A, and A, are non-empty, neither can admit points which 
are arcwise accessible from the corresponding c’. In particular, if this is the case, 
then C, and C, are dense in A, and A, respectively. 
Thus if both a- and w-crossing asymptotic orbits exist, then near any such 
there is a capture orbit of the same kind. 
COROLLARY 6.1. If A, u A, f cz then C, u C, f E. Thus if crossing 
asymptotic orbits exist, then so do capture orbits. 
Remark. In the presence of a symmetry such as that admitted by the 
restricted three body problem, the sets A, and A, as well as C, and C, are 
symmetric. Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 imply then that if a crossing asymptotic 
orbits exists, then so do all the kinds of orbits we have defined except possibly 
homoclinic orbits. In part two we will see that in some fairly general cases, 
these also exist. 
Before proving these theorems we construct an example which illustrates 
the role of the various hypothesis. 
The space for our example will be a modification of an (open) solid torus 
which we can think of as a disk with polar coordinates p < k and 0, crossed 
with a circle with coordinate $I. The first modification will be to remove the 
open disk defined by (4 = 0; p < p* < k}. When orbits meet this disk we 
are to imagine that they leave the region (1, u E) in which we are interested. 
We take a flow on this modified space such that p stays constant on orbits, 
0 increases on orbits and $ increases on all orbits except one-namely we let 
the circle I,L z 0 and p = p* be a periodic solution. 
Now consider the two disks p < k, 4 = +t where t is a small positive 
number. These disks are to play the role of the hemispheres H~(E ;, 0) and 
HZ(e < 0), while the smaller open disks given by p < p* are the disks 
D~(E > 0) and &(E < 0) of transit orbits. 
It is evident that the flow mapping from the annulus H, - D, to H, ~ 11, 
is the analogue of the annulus mappings defined in L (cf. Section 3) and 
satisfies the Corollary of that section. 
Also, as in Theorem 5.1, q(D, , OJ is a homeomorphism between an 
open subset Ur C D, and U, C D, , and the sets A, , A,, C, and C, can be 
defined as in Definition 6.1. 
Finally, we see that any two-sphere separates our space so that all our 
theorems should hold. Indeed we see that A, = A, : C, -z C, ~~ I . 
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To see the role of the separation hypothesis, we introduce a modification 
of our space as follows: in the disk $J = n we select two annuli given by 
{p* - 6 < p < p* + S> and by {p* - 46 < p < p* - 26). Distinguishing 
a “first” and “second” side for these annuli in terms of the direction of the 
flow, we paste the first side of each to the second side of the other, modifying 
the flow, say, so that the boundaries of the annuli are fixed points. 
A moments reflection reveals that now the boundary of ZI, is carried to 
the circle da = (p = p* - 36) in D, and the corresponding circle, A, , 
in D, is carried to the boundary of D, . Also, the sets C, and C, are comprised 
of the three circles p = p” - 6, p* ~ 26, p* - 48, and so both of 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 are violated. Of course not every two sphere separates 
the modified space. 
We turn now to the proofs of the theorems and begin with a lemma 
common to all three proofs. 
LEMMA 6. I. Suppose S, C Ii, and S, C D, are open (topological) disks 
whose boundaries, aSI and a& are simple closed curves in HI and D, respectively. 
Further suppose that aSI is carried homeomorphically to a& by the first time 
mapping rp(aS, , D,). Also assume that some orbit segment connecting a point p 
in X9, to its image in as, does not meet S, , and that S, n D, is not empty. 
Then the range of ~I(S, , D,) is the same as the range of F(S, , D,) and is 
contained in S, . (Thus the positive orbits through points of S, meet D, for the 
jirst time in S, . 
To prove this, we show first that the set, say S, made up of S, , S, and 
orbit segments from ES, to aSa is a two sphere. Now a local homeomorphism 
of a two sphere into S is easily defined; one sends an “arctic” disk into S, , 
an “anarctic” disk into S, , and the annulus between to the annulus of orbit 
segments. Also this mapping can fail to be one-one (hence a homeomorphism) 
only if some orbit segment from aSI to X5’, meets either S, or S, . The second 
possibility is ruled out since these orbit segments meet D, for the first time 
in as,. 
Now suppose some orbit segment from 9 E aSI to as, meets S, 
By continuity in the initial conditions, a neighborhood (in aSI) of Q must 
also be carried to S, before reaching 8,. Furthermore the time required 
for these points to reach S, must be bounded so that the closure of the set 
must also reach St . (No such points are carried to &S, before hitting S, 
since otherwise v(aS, , D2) would not be one-one.) Thus the set of these 
points would be both open and closed in aSI and so all of iSI . But this 
violates the hypothesis-namely the existence of p. 
Now suppose the lemma is false so that the positive half orbit through 
some point 4 of S, meets D, for the first time in a point r outside of S, . 
We may assume that r is in fact outside of Sz and in D, ; for by continuity 
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in the initial conditions we could otherwise choose a point near q for which 
this condition is satisfied. Thus the orbit segment from q to Y does not meet 
S except in q. (It cannot meet S again in S, without first going to the “other 
side” of S which it would have to do through S, .) We now continue this arc 
to the far side of I, on a transit orbit, and then on the far bounding sphere 
to a point which is carried back through L to D, n S, . We follow this point 
almost back to D, and connect it to q. In this way we construct a simple 
closed curve which meets S only in one point and this contradicts the fact 
that S separates E (hence the integral surface). Thus the lemma is proved. 
With Lemma 6.1 we can easily complete the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. 
Proof of Theorem 6. I. (The proof is given for A, instead of A, .) The 
statement that A, is either empty, or an at most countable union of disjoint 
open arcs, or a circle follows immediately from the fact that A, = Range of 
v(aD, , Da). In particular the mapping is continuous (by Lemma 5.1) and 
one-one (no points meet aD, twice) and the domain is open in aD, 
If the domain is all of i3D, , then Lemma 6.1 implies that the exterior of A, 
is in C, and that A, is empty (i.e. no point of D, is carried to aD,). 
Finally, if E has finite measure, then C, cannot be open because we would 
then have a set of wandering points (in E) with positive measure. Since the 
measure is preserved by the flow this would imply E has infinite measure. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. If y is a simple closed curve in U, then &, D2) 
is a homeomorphism whose image is a simple closed curve ri in D, 
By Lemma 6.1 points inside y-if they reach Da at all-must be carried 
inside y’ first, so these cannot be in A, 
We now turn to the somewhat harder proof of Theorem 6.3 and to this 
end focus attention on two families of arcs which lie in the annulus Hr - a, 
(or p* < / [ I2 < k) in the hemisphere containing D, 
To describe these families, we fix on a half closed sub-annulus, R, of 
Hr - D, determined by 
R = {p* < / 5 I2 < ,Q* + c). (6.1) 
Our families of arcs will depend on how E is chosen; generally it will be small. 
To obtain the first family, consider an arc y’ C l/, C D, . This arc deter- 
mines a strip of orbits from y’ to its preimage under v(D1 , D,) say y”. 
It may or may not happen that this strip meets R; if it does, then it meets R 
in a finite number of (possibly degenerate) arcs. 
DEFINITION 6.2. r,(R) denotes the collection of arcs y in the interior of R 
which are obtained as one component of the intersection of a strip of orbits 
connecting an arc y” C U, to its image y’ C U, under rp(D, , D,). 
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If y denotes an arc in r,(R) then y” C Ur and y’ C C, will denote the 
(unique) ends of the strip defining y. 
Remark. Observe that if y E T(R), then any small enough deformation 
of either y, y’, or y” defines a unique deformation of the others. The defor- 
mation should be small enough that y stays interior to R, and y’ stays in U, . 
We will have occasion to deform both y’s and y’ ‘s. 
We also observe disjoint yr and ya in (F,(R)) can correspond to overlapping 
7; and r; . On the other hand, if & and & are distinct then so are yi and y2 . 
Finally, we will need to remember later that if y; and ri are distinct, then 
any orbit segment from the corresponding yi to ya must meet both 
of D, and D, . 
The second family of arcs is described in a somewhat different way; 
we consider now strips of orbits which connect an arc 6 in R to an arc 6’ in D, 
and which do not meet either R or D, except in 6 and 6’. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let r, = T,(R) denote the set of arcs 6 interior to R 
which are carried forward to arcs 6’ in D, under the first time mapping 
without meeting R on the way. (Thus ~(6, R u D2) = 6’). 
Remark. Again small deformations of 6’ give unique deformations of 6. 
The deformations should be small enough that the strips do not meet R 
(except in S’s) and that 6 and 6’ stay interior to R and in D, respectively. 
Also, observe that strips from S to 6’ cannot meet arcs y in F,(R) except 
in S itself (they don’t even meet R) and that if 6, f 6, then S; f Si and 
conversely. 
We now define a class of simple closed curves in R made up of y and 6 arcs: 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let r = T(R) d enote the collection of simple closed 
curves, /3, in R which enclose D, and which are the union of arcs from r, 
and r, such that the y-arcs are all disjoint, the S-arcs are all disjoint and 
any pair of arcs meet in at most end points. 
Finally, we not only require that the y’s be disjoint, but also that the 
corresponding y’ ‘s are. (Disjointness of the S’s implies that of the 6’ ‘s.) 
The key to Theorem 6.3 is the following: 
LEMMA 6.2. If r(R) is not empty, then it contains a /3 whose image, /I’, 
under the first time mapping &3, D,) is a simple closed curve. 
Proof. From the remarks following the definitions of r, and r,, and 
standard general position arguments, we see that if r is not empty, then it 
contains a curve p whose image under ~(p, D,) (which is the union of the y’ 
and 6’) is a curve with at most a finite number of double points each of 
which corresponds to a non-degenerate intersection. 
Choose p to be a curve in r such that /3’ has a minimum number of 
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intersections (all of which must then be non-degenerate). We will show this 
number is zero. 
Again from the definitions of r, and rz , we see that the only way a double 
point can occur is that a point p on some y-arc, say y, is carried to some 
S-arc, say at q, before reaching /Ii: 
consider now the strip corresponding to this y, and in particular that 
portion from y to y’. Since the end points of y are on 6 arcs, they never 
return to R, thus this portion meets R in a finite number of (possibly 
degenerate) arcs which span the boundary I < /a p* + t of R. It follows 
that, one of these arcs must contain q, and (since the double points arc 
non-degenerate) an arc containing q which spans p from inside. Also the 
other end point must bc on a S-arc. 
Let y denote this spanning arc of /3 and consider that simple closed curve p 
(in the O-curve p u 7) which encircles D, . This new curve may or may not 
contain y. If it does not, then it is in T(R), and its image, p’, has fcwcr 
self-intersections than /3’. 
On the other hand if p contains y, then it is not in T(R) because, while it is 
made up of disjoint y and 8 arcs as required, the arcs y’ and y’ are not disjoint. 
In this case we will move 7 slightly, but must be careful to introduce no new 
self-intersections, 
To this end, choose t greater than the maximum time required to go from 
a point of /3 to its image p’. Now consider the set of orbit segments which 
end in L’, on a 6’ C /3’ and which either begin in D, , or have time length t; 
whichever condition gives the shorter orbit segment. 
The union of these segments is a closed set which meets R in a relatively 
closed set F. Furthermore any orbit segment from j3 to p’ which meets 
a S-arc on the way must meet F. We now replace y by an arc y* as follows: 
the disk I < ~ -<I <” -1 t is mapped homeomorphically into the plane so that 
/3 u 9 goes onto a standard O-curve (i.e. the unit circle and a diameter) and 
so that a neighborhood in F of each common point of F and 7 is carried to 
a straight arc crossing the bar of the 0. (If we stick to piecewise smooth 
curves it is easy to do this, otherwise vve use the O-curve theorem.) y* is then 
the inverse image of a new bar of the 0 close to the old one and inside the 
image of p’ in the plant; namely it is close enough that no new intersections 
with F are made on replacing y by y* and that y*’ and y’ are distinct. Finally, 
p* is the simple closed curve made U~J of y* and the relevant part of p and 
since y*’ and y’ arc distinct, /3* t I’(R). 
Finally it is again true that ,V’ has fewer double points than /3’ and 
Lemma 6.2 is proved. 
COROLLARY 6.2. if ezery two-sphere in I? separates the integral surface 
then r(R) is empty. 
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Proof. If r is not empty there is a simple closed /3 curve in r which is 
carried homeomorphically to D, by the flow. But this implies that ~(0, , Da) 
has range inside the image of ,8 by Lemma 6.1, and so the image of p must 
not contain any points of U, . However this contradicts the fact that (by 
definition of r) part of the range of p is in U, . 
We continue the proof of Theorem 6.3 with the following lernma: 
LEMMA 6.3. If A, and A, are non-empty, and some point of -4, is arc-wise 
accessible on both sides from U, , then r is not empty. In particular this is 
impossible if every tzuo-sphere separates. 
Proof. Since A, is not empty, there is some pointp in aL), and a half 
neighborhood of this point in R C H, which is carried to D, by the flow in 
some bounded time. By narrowing R (making E smaller) sufficiently, we can 
assume the orbit segments connecting this neighborhood to D, do not meet R; 
thus any arc in this neighborhood is in r2 . 
Furthermore, since some point of A, is arc-wise accessible on both sides, 
some arc of U, is carried to an arc in If2 which abuts on aD, . Following 
this arc by the annulus mapping through L to Hl we obtain a “spiral” in Hl 
and, selecting a suitable loop of this spiral which lies in R and whose end 
points are in the neighborhood of p, we can construct a curve in r 
(cf. Proposition 3.3). This proves Lemma 6.3. 
The remainder of Theorem 6.3 follows from: 
LEMMA 6.4. If C, is not dense in A, , then some point of A, is accessible 
on both sides from U, 
Remark. The proof of this lemma completes the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
Proof. If C, is not dense in A, , then there is a neighborhood V in D, 
of some point of A, which does not meet C, Now since A, u Cr is relatively 
closed in D,(A, u C, = D, - U,), V n A, is relatively closed in V. 
Also V n A, is a countable disjoint union of open arcs since A, is. 
Thus A, n V is a countable (no longer disjoint) union of closed arcs and 
by the Baire category theorem some one of these must contain a set (which 
we can take to be an open interval) which is open relative to A, . In particular 
each point of this set is arc-wise accessible on both sides from U, . This 
proves Lemma 6.4 and hence Theorem 6.3. 
It remains to prove Corollary 6.1 of Theorem 6.3, namely if il, u A, f o 
then C, u C, f O. To prove this we note that if C, u C, is empty, then 
by Theorem 6.3, one of A, or A, , say A, , must be empty. It follows that 
U, = D, and that U, is the complement of an at most countable disjoint 
union of open arcs. 
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The proof is complete with that of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.5. If a countable disjoint union of open arcs in the plane form 
a closed set, then this set must separate the plane. 
Proof. Let A denote the union of the arcs. As in the proof of Lemma 6.4 
some point of A is arc-wise accessible on both sides from the complement 
of A and if A does not separate the plane we can complete the two abutting 
arcs to a simple closed curve which meets A in just the point of abuttment. 
We now consider that part of A, call it A’, inside (or on) the simple 
closed curve. Let B be the set of all subcontinua C of A’ such that if p is 
a point in C then one or the other half of the (full) open arc containingp 
is also in C. 
Now observing that the intersection of any decreasing collection of sets 
in B is also in B, the Brouwer reduction theorem implies B contains a minimal 
set A”. 
Also A” cannot separate if iz did not (a countable disjoint union of open 
arcs cannot fill out an open set). Thus we can again apply the Baire category 
theorem to A” to find a point interior to some interval in A” which is arc-wise 
accessible on both sides from the complement of A”. Again a simple closed 
curve is constructed which meets A” in one point; and one part of A”, 
either inside or outside of this curve, is in B contradicting the minimality of A”. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.5. Going back to that of the corollary, 
we see that 0; has only one component, while C:, has at least two which 
contradicts the fact that Ur and U, are homeomorphic. Thus the proofs 
of all the statements in this section are completed. 
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